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Google’s reshaping under newly formed parent
Alphabet gives the tech giant more ability to
focus on its core business, while offering start-

up-like flexibility to long shot, trailblazing projects.
The announcement Monday of the new corporate
structure was generally welcomed in Silicon Valley and
on Wall Street, where Google shares closed with a
robust gain of 4.3 percent at $660.78. Alphabet will be
the corporate parent, overseeing the Google unit for
search and a handful of other operating firms created
for projects in health, Internet delivery, investment
and research. “This is a long overdue move by Google,”
said Larry Chiagouris, professor of marketing at Pace
University. “It allows them to incubate these other
businesses in a way that doesn’t detract from its core
revenue.”

While Google is best known as the dominant player
in Internet search, it has launched a variety of projects
in recent years that are marginally related at best to its
core operation. The projects include self-driving cars,
Google Glass, Internet balloons, drones, health care,
Google TV, mobile payments, home automation and
its Google+ social network, among others, none of
which have become successful. “They don’t want to
see the Google brand associated with failure,”
Chiagouris told AFP. “They have so many moonshots.
Most of them will fail, but they only need one to suc-
ceed.”

‘Science Projects’ 
Roger Kay, analyst at Endpoint Technologies

Associates, said the restructuring gives Wall Street the
transparency it wants on the core Google operations.
“It’s important from a Wall Street perspective not to
have the performance of the main company obscured
by these other entities,” Kay told AFP. “Google really
only has one business, which is search and advertising.
The rest is what I call science projects.” The new struc-
ture means that “if they are not making money in
drones, they can merge that with something else or
spin it off,” Kay said.

Chief executive Larry Page unveiled the plan to cre-
ate Alphabet in a blog post, saying he would hold the
same position at the new parent group, with executive
chairman Eric Schmidt doing the same. The Google
unit, to be headed by current company vice president
Sundar Pichai, will include search, ads, maps, YouTube,
Android and related technology infrastructure. The
new units will include Google X (for self-driving cars
and other new technologies), Calico (for research on
aging), Nest (for home automation), Fiber (for high-
speed Internet) and others.

The new operating structure “will be introduced
in phases over the coming months,” according to
Google’s regulatory filing, and will mean separate
financial statements from the Google unit and its par-
ent. Jan Dawson at Jackdaw Research said that with
the transformation, “it will finally become clear quite
how large and unprofitable all the non-core initiatives
at Google are, which might well increase pressure
from shareholders to exit some of those businesses.”

A Personal Mission 
Dawson said the move is also “personal” for Page

and his Google co-founder Sergey Brin, who becomes
president of Alphabet. “Larry and Sergey have quite
clearly been increasingly uninspired by merely run-
ning a search engine and advertising business, and
this finally aligns their job titles with what they actual-
ly want to spend their time doing,” Dawson said in a
blog post. 

Ben Thompson, a technology analyst and consult-
ant, said on his Stratechery blog that Page “is not a
strategy and business nerd” but “for lack of a better
description, a change-the-world nerd, and it seems
clear that he found the day-to-day business of manag-
ing a very profitable utility to be not only uninterest-
ing but a distraction from what he truly wanted to do.”

The reorganization comes amid concerns that
Google’s dominance of the tech sector may have
peaked as the landscape evolves. Kay said the reor-
ganization suggests that Google is ready for change.
“This is a healthy sign that Google is being dynamic
about managing its business,” he said.  —AFP 

Issues

Google turns page 
with Alphabet

By Rob Lever

By Jonny Hogg

Sidelined on his island prison, the one man who might have helped
quell a surge in violence in Turkey’s Kurdish southeast appears
increasingly powerless as a three-year-old peace process teeters

on the brink of collapse. Abdullah Ocalan, whose Kurdistan Workers
Party (PKK) first took up arms against the Turkish state in 1984, had been
Ankara’s main counterparty in talks launched in 2012 by President Tayyip
Erdogan to try to end the insurgency.

But as Turkish war planes bomb PKK camps in northern Iraq and
Kurdish militants step up their attacks on Turkish soldiers and police,
leaving in ruins a ceasefire called by Ocalan in March 2013, his voice is
nowhere to be heard. Pro-Kurdish opposition politicians who acted as
intermediaries in the talks have been prevented by the state from visit-
ing the PKK leader, imprisoned on Imrali island in the Marmara Sea, since
before a June parliamentary election.

Senior government officials say pledges made by him during the
peace process have gone unfulfilled, notably the withdrawal of PKK
fighters to bases in northern Iraq, and that until those are honoured,
Ocalan has no further role to play. “Our fight will continue until not one
terrorist is left within our country and until concrete is poured over (their
weapons),” Erdogan said at a military ceremony on Tuesday.

It was a change of tone from the early days of the peace process,
which he promoted with slogans including “stop the blood, we don’t
want the mothers to cry”. Unkept promises and the rising power of the
Kurdish political opposition have angered nationalists, and forced him to
recalculate. Violence has spiralled, with at least 26 members of the secu-
rity forces killed since July 20. On Monday alone, Kurdish militants fired
on a military helicopter, killing one soldier, and attacked an armoured
police vehicle with roadside explosives, killing four officers. The PKK
claimed responsibility for the car bombing of an Istanbul police station
on the same day. “If it gets out of control neither the Turkish state nor the
PKK will be able to put it back into the bottle. That’s the fear,” said Gareth

Jenkins, an Istanbul-based author and veteran researcher on Kurdish
issues in Turkey.

Unfulfilled Promises
Erdogan, who braved nationalist anger in launching negotiations

with the PKK three years ago, has said the peace process has become
impossible, but has so far stopped short of formally declaring it over. In a
statement on Monday, the PKK’s political umbrella group meanwhile
called for a quick resumption of talks between the state and Ocalan but
set the release of political prisoners and a strengthened ceasefire agree-
ment as preconditions. Ankara looks unlikely to concede. “Ocalan is an
actor in the peace process, but the problem isthat for him to step in, the
PKK group and the HDP (Turkey’s pro-Kurdish opposition) must fulfill
their promises,” said a senior government official familiar with the peace
efforts. “Ultimately, the group has not done what Ocalan wanted.” The
HDP has acted as a facilitator in the peace efforts, holding state-sanc-
tioned meetings with Ocalan and sending delegations to speak with
PKK fighters in the Qandil mountains of northern Iraq. Their visits had
been the only known way for the militant leader to communicate with
the guerrillas.

In late July, Erdogan urged parliament to strip politicians with mili-
tant links of their immunity from prosecution, a move seen as targeting
the HDP in revenge for the June election, when it won 13 percent of the
vote and entered parliament for the first time, depriving the ruling party
of its majority. Its leader Selahattin Demirtas, a charismatic former
human rights lawyer who campaigned on a progressive platform that
took the party beyond its roots in Kurdish nationalism, urged the PKK on
Saturday to “remove its finger from the trigger”. Reviving peace efforts
hinged on reviving Ocalan’s ability to negotiate, he said.

Ocalan’s intervention helped quell a previous spasm of violence
which left dozens dead last year as Kurds rioted over Turkey’s reluctance
to help their brethren in Syria defend the border town of Kobani against
an Islamic State siege. While Ocalan remains the recognised leader

among core PKK fighters, his years of isolation have eroded his influence
over the day to day. Qandil, shorthand for the PKK field leadership, was
always more hawkish on the peace process, while youth groups with
less regard for Ocalan’s authority have risen to prominence and are
thought to be behind much of the recent violence. “The Turkish security
services have cut off Ocalan. As a result, he has not been able to have
much influence during the recent outbreak of conflict,” said Jonathan
Friedman, Turkey analyst at Stroz Friedberg, a global risk consultancy.

Urban Targets
While neither side has an interest in a return to all-out war, nor do

they have much incentive for an immediate truce. For the PKK, such is
the fury among Kurdish youth at the renewed violence that to back
down now would be to lose face.  Erdogan, meanwhile, has political
ambitions on his mind. Turkey could face another election later this
autumn if the AK Party which he founded is unable to form a coalition
after losing its majority. Continued violence could stir up nationalist sen-
timent in support of the AKP and remind non-Kurdish voters, some of
whom backed the HDP, of the violent side of Kurdish nationalism. “It is
clear by now that the HDP ... cannot pursue a policy independent of the
PKK,” Erdogan’s spokesman Ibrahim Kalin wrote in the pro-government
Daily Sabah on August 4. In a Reuters interview, Demirtas last month
accused the AKP of dragging Turkey into conflict in revenge for its weak-
er election performance, a charge the government strongly denies.  It
says the military campaign against the PKK is a response to a surge in
attacks on the security forces.

“Erdogan is taking a huge gamble,” said Jenkins, the Istanbul-based
author, warning that the PKK could increasingly stage attacks in urban
centres outside the largely Kurdish southeast, such as Monday’s
bombing in Istanbul, or lose control of angry Kurdish youths altogeth-
er. “This resentment could pop up in one hundred or one thousand dif-
ferent places, and that’s a lot more dangerous than a return to the
PKK’s insurgency.” —Reuters

With Ocalan sidelined, risks of deeper violence

By Ronald C Slye

It may be time for a US Truth and
Reconciliation Commission to deal with
America’s legacy of slavery. Political analysts

referred to the nation’s “original sin” of slavery
while discussing recent police killings of unarmed
black men. Other incidents of race-based vio-
lence continue to plague US society.

I teach law focusing on transitional justice and
have worked with two national truth commis-
sions. From 1996 to 2001, I was a consultant to
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in
South Africa, which examined that country’s lega-
cy of racism, slavery and apartheid. From 2009 to
2013, I was one of three international commis-
sioners on Kenya’s Truth, Justice and
Reconciliation Commission, which addressed
human-rights violations committed over 45
years. Each was established by its respective gov-
ernment as an independent commission.  Each
panel had its challenges. Yet both shed light on
the systematic historical injustices that, like it or
not, defined each country.

Could a truth commission work for the United
States? It would certainly help Americans con-
front the nation’s past racial injustices. Truth com-
missions are designed to analyze the systemic
context of historical offenses and trace their con-
tinuing effects today. Truth commissions allow
diverse constituencies to tell their sides of the
story and examine the history and results of gross
violations of human rights. Because they are not
courts of law, the panels cannot legally prosecute
or punish people. Both these attributes - taking a
broad analytical view of historical injustices and
their impact on today’s society, as well as provid-
ing a safe place for people to discuss their experi-
ences and perspectives - are crucial in any nation-
al conversation about the legacy of slavery.

My experience with the two commissions in
Africa underscores the importance of who is cho-
sen to lead the panel and the breadth of its man-
date. The commissioners must bring a diversity of
skills. People not open to hearing the perspec-
tives of others would do a poor job of fostering
the national conversation required. Though it is
important to have commissioners with a legal
background, my experience shows it is also cru-
cial to have people from other disciplines, includ-
ing psychology, history, human rights, economics
and racial and ethnic conflict. It is also useful to
bring in people from other countries. A number

of commissions, including in Kenya, Sierra Leone
and Guatemala, did this. It enriches the discus-
sion, for example, to include people from Africa
to address the legacy of slavery. 

Who heads the commission is critical. South
Africa was blessed to have Archbishop Desmond
Tutu, who witnessed and suffered through
apartheid. Perhaps the United States could turn
to President Barack Obama. He has roots in Africa,
and his family and ancestry embodies the coun-
try’s complex racial history. During Obama’s
recent trip to Africa, he pledged to do more
involving US-African relations after he leaves
office. Leading a national, or even international,
conversation on slavery and its legacy might be a
smart way to start that engagement.

Mandate 
Apart from deciding who would staff such a

commission, it is also key that the panel’s man-
date be broad enough to encompass the com-
plexities of the history and legacy of slavery. At
the same time its mandate should not be so
broad that it becomes unfocused. The South
African truth commission’s mandate, for example,
was later viewed as too narrow. It did not closely
examine the crime of apartheid - and so did not
engage directly with the effects of institutional-
ized racism.  

The Kenyan truth commission’s mandate, by
contrast, was too broad. It was charged with
examining not only criminal assaults such as
assassinations, massacres and rapes but also
violations of civil, economic and social rights.
The mandate of a truth commission on slavery
would need enough flexibility to explore the
complexities of the problem and its legacy - but
not so broad as to overwhelm the panel and
ensure its failure. The legacy of slavery is com-
plex. There can, of course, be no first-hand testi-
mony. Yet the United States is still influenced by
the inheritance that slaves and slaveholders
have bequeathed to us.

My experience in Kenya and South Africa
taught me that most people cannot be reduced
to the categories of good or bad. People respon-
sible for the worst atrocities in each of the coun-
tries often had redeeming qualities. Some who
perpetrated violations against others were
themselves victims of injustice. One of a truth
commission’s most essential functions is to sep-
arate the character of a person from the charac-
ter of his or her actions. We often fall into the

trap of wanting to reduce people to good or
bad, innocent or guilty.

A person may be guilty of committing a terri-
ble violation, for example, but we do a disservice
by viewing him or her only through that single
act. My experience taught me that people are
more willing to acknowledge and address their
own wrongdoing - or that of their ancestors - if
they can be assured they won’t be judged solely
on those bad acts. Human beings are more com-
plex, whether it is a 19th-century slaveholder or
a person today on death row.

Slaveholders 
I am a descendant of slaveholders. My ances-

tor, Robert Carter, was one of the wealthiest
landholders - and one of the largest slavehold-
ers - in colonial Virginia. His wealth and power
earned him the nickname “King” Carter. His
descendants include two presidents - William
Henry Harrison and Benjamin Harrison - five
signers of the Declaration of Independence,
Robert E Lee and me.

King Carter’s grandson, Robert Carter III, held
hundreds of slaves and, like many of his contem-
poraries, administered what he labeled as “stern
punishments” that today we would not hesitate
to call a crime against humanity. Yet this same
man freed more than 450 of his slaves in 1791 -
the single largest act of emancipation by any
slaveholder.

Carter’s journey to this unprecedented act of
defiance and liberation is complicated. In his
youth, he did appear more compassionate with
his slaves than many of his contemporaries.  His
conversion to an antislavery Baptist Church may
have been the defining moment that compelled
him to harness his spiritual beliefs into concrete
action. Yet many of Carter’s contemporaries had
exhibited the same traits. Some attended the
same church. None of them, however, rejected
slavery as Carter did.

For the 450 slaves and their families freed by
Carter, it was an extraordinary, life-changing
event. Carter was a racist who participated in
one of the modern world’s worst crimes against
humanity. He also performed a profoundly gen-
erous act anchored in the ideals of liberty and
freedom taking hold in the new United States.
Carter’s act of freedom and liberation cannot
negate his complicity in one of the worst crimes
against humanity. They both define him as a
person.

Mood Shift
America’s national debates about race are

too often simplistic and polarizing. They pro-
duce copious amounts of heat and noise, but
little light. We often fail to acknowledge the
complexity of our history, both personal and
collective. Yet one now senses a shift in the
public mood. The remarkably swift forgiveness
from the families of those k il led in the
Charleston church - a more pure example of
Christian love is hard to find these days - has
shamed many of us to reflect rather than react.

The mobilization around removing the
Confederate battle flag from government
buildings has led to a tentative national con-
versation about how we memorialize and
remember the Civil War, the war in which the
promise of freedom anchored in the American
Revolution was finally achieved. We are begin-
ning to engage at a national level about the
messages conveyed by statues and memorials
to the Confederacy. It is a much-needed con-
versation.

Carter’s contradictions are with us today. A
country founded on ideals of freedom, liberty
and human rights at the same time enslaved
millions of people during most of its first cen-
tury.  There is no question that Americans have
made progress in fulfilling the aspirational
ideals that animated the founders of this coun-
try. There is also no question that the country
still has a long way to go to acknowledge and
address the violence and oppression that is a
part of US history.

A truth commission would not - and could
not - solve the problems that America faces
because of its original sin of slavery. The
appropriate test for a truth commission is
whether it furthers the nation’s efforts to
engage meaningfully with the present mani-
festations of past violations. Refusing to recog-
nize and engage with past injustices com-
pounds the effect of that history and can even
result in new injustices. Acknowledging such
history can, if we choose, lead to a renewed
effort for more Americans to address the lega-
cy of slavery and racism that still runs deep in
US society.

NOTE: Ronald C Slye is a professor of law at
Seattle University School of Law. He was a
commissioner on the Kenyan Truth Justice and
R e co n c i l i a t i o n  Co m m i s s i o n  f ro m  2 0 0 9  t o
2013. —Reuters

US needs truth and reconciliation commission


